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With Mr.Flexx® you        reduce 
CO2 and usage in cardboard, 

re-use          the base over and 
over, are  flexible  in presentation 
and  recycle        everything once 

you’re done using the solution.

Mr. Flexx® is the ultimate solution changing absolutely everything about retail displays 

and contributing to a better world. Mr. Flexx® is easy to use and ensures the best 

possible presentation of your products. The best part: you even reduce costs. How? 

We’re happy to explain. Visit our website.

mrflexx.com/why



Premium

Classic

Bio-based
60 x 40 cm  |  40 x 40 cm

60 x 40 cm

60 x 40 cm

Mr. Flexx® solutions

mrfl exx.com/displays



Mr. Flexx® services

BUY the system 

This is the basic framework you need. 

This framework is to decorate in a 

standard or custom shape. Or of course, 

if no decoration from our specialists at 

our competitive prices are desired, you 

can buy the system without. Please do 

not forget to ask our advice.

Hire-Purchase a Flexx® 

For a short or long term (from 1 to 24 

months). This can be combined with a  

Mr. Flexx® Multi-Ride opportunity. While 

renting you can try-out Mr. Flexx® and 

buy the system at a later stage at a cost 

agreed upon beforehand.

Mr.Flexx® Multi-Ride 

In order to get the best out of your 

system we can offer you a unique oppor-

tunity of BUY the system in combination 

with 6 or 12 promo decorations within 1 

year. We are able to offer you a special 

price for Mr. Flexx® in this combination. 

Ask for the branding opportunities within 

this unique offer.

Mr. Flexx® Full Service 

A tailor made product. Fit to your needs! 

Whether it is co-packing, merchandising, 

servicing the decoration in combination 

with Buy or Rental, we can always fit the 

best mix that suits to your companies or 

products needs.



About us

As a dynamic family company, Vlastuin has been 

creating innovative in-store solutions for more than 

50+ years, aiming at increasing market share and 

boosting turnover for retailers and brands. 

 

Over the years we, as a retail display developer, have 

seen what harm business can do to the environment 

and we want to take steps to minimize the impacts. 

That’s why we created Mr.Flexx®.

We believe, in order to create a sustainable product, 

not only is it important to design smarter and use 

more valuable materials, but more important is the 

way we act. 

Mr. Flexx® is 
an innovation 

of Vlastuin

mrflexx.com/about-us



The ABS structure is the foundation.

Now it’s time to decorate the display in 

such a way that your communication 

and your branding come to life.

The possibilities are endless. Download 

the decoration specifi cations on our

website and discover the possibilities.

Visit our website for more information.

Bring your  
    branding
to life
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The ABS structure is the foundation.

Now it’s time to decorate the display in 

such a way that your communication 
Bring your  



Basic promo

Extensive 
promo

Promotional displays that 

offer a great foundation…

…with endless possibilities 

for expansion…
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Loyalty
program

Island
presentation

…with full attention for 

a loyalty program…

…fl exible and easy to use 

as a promotional booth…
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Event

Pop-up
store

…limitless in possibilities 

and designs….

…to entire pop-up stores6
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A new opportunity with

Mr. Flexx® is the possibility to 

create a Mr. Flexx® Solution 

pool. Brands, Retailers,

Co-packers or Merchandisers 

can pay by use.

Mr. Flexx®  
          P ling

A new opportunity with Mr. Flexx® is the possibility 

to create a Mr. Flexx® Solution pool. Brands, Retai-

lers, Co-packers or Merchandisers can ‘pay by use’. 

Within the pooling contract the displays will be

picked up from a central allocation point (or delive-

red back by user to the pool warehouse).

Displays are reconditioned, checked and prepared 

for a next promo call off. The IoT within our

Mr. Flexx® system guarantees you the maximum 

retrieval of the displays. 

A portal with multiple options are available for 

the pooling customers.

Moreover we can determine the location in the

store (Storage and Shop Floor), with reasonable

accuracy. The pooling concept is build together 

with partners depending on the country and needs.

All possible services from decoration to co-packing 

or merchandising and logistics.

Pay by use
•Paybyus
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mrfl exx.com



Internet
   of Things

• Device manager: Find My Mr. Flexx®

• Proactive Track & Trace

• Store locator

• Logistic registration

• Pooling management

• Future Development: Collecting market data

mrfl exx.com



hello@mrflexx.com

+31 (0) 35 548 8730 

Guldenhoflaan 25

3743 AS Baarn

The Netherlands
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Get in 
touch


